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Ongoing
1. Code Awareness
Code Posting/Information FLA Principle of Monitoring, Obligation 
of Companies: Establish and articulate 
clear, written workplace standards. 
Formally convey those standards to 
Company factories as well as to licensees, 
contractors and suppliers. 
Code of conduct (COC) for the 
participating company (PC) was not 
available or displayed in the factory.
visual observation, management 
interview
1) PC is currently redrafting Workplace Standards via an 
Open Letter to Workers. 2) Factory must post Open Letter 
to Workers in areas that are accessible to workers. 3) In 
addition, factory management must verbally train all 
managers, supervisors, and workers on PC's Workplace 
Standards. Factory management must keep a document 
copy of all trainings. 
6/30/2007 2) Factory management has not posted the Open Letter to 
Workers, yet COC is posted. 3) Factory has not conducted 
training for workers on Workplace Standards.
Pending 2) Factory has still not posted Open Letter to Workers. 3) 
Factory has conducted training on WRAP's COC, but not 
specifically on Workplace Standards. 
2) Factory has not posted Open Letter to 
Workers. 3) No training conducted on 
Workplace Standards.
Pending 2) SEA Hotline poster found posted. SEA Hotline provides 
workers with the SEA field team's contact information should 
workers need to contact PC. 3) Factory has held verbal 
trainings on an ongoing basis during induction trainings and has 
provided additional trainings on various code elements and legal 
requirements for each code element of Workplace Standards. 
Trainings verified through workers' understanding of the code 
elements and legal requirements.   
Open Letter to Workers, 
training records
Complete
Worker/Management Awareness 
of Code
FLA Principle of Monitoring, Obligation 
of Companies: Ensure that all Company 
factories as well as contractors and 
suppliers inform their employees about the 
workplace standards orally and through the 
posting of standards in a prominent place 
(in the local languages spoken by 
employees and managers) and undertake 
other efforts to educate employees about 
the standards on a regular basis.
Neither workers nor management were 
aware of the code. COC was not 
available/displayed. 
1) Factory management shall post notification once 
received by factory management from adidas. 2) 
Orientation on Workplace Standards to be conducted. 
Factory management must maintain a list of workers who 
participated in the trainings, along with workers' names 
and initials.
6/30/2007 1) Factory management has not posted Open Letter to 
Workers. 2) Trainings have not been provided; hence, no 
training records maintained.
Pending 2) Factory has still not posted Open Letter to Workers. 3) 
Factory has conducted training on WRAP's COC, but not 
specifically on Workplace Standards. Records are 
maintained for WRAP trainings.
2) Factory has not posted Open Letter to 
Workers. 3) No training conducted on 
Workplace Standards.
Pending 2) SEA Hotline poster found posted. SEA Hotline provides 
workers with the SEA field team's contact information should 
workers need to contact PC. 3) Factory has held verbal 
trainings on an ongoing basis during induction trainings and has 
provided additional trainings on various code elements and legal 
requirements for each code element of Workplace Standards. 
Trainings verified through workers' understanding of the code 
elements and legal requirements.   
Open Letter to Workers, 
training records
Complete
Confidential Noncompliance 
Reporting Channel
FLA Principle of Monitoring, Obligation 
of Companies: Develop a secure 
communications channel, in a manner 
appropriate to the culture and situation, to 
enable Company employees and 
employees of contractors and suppliers to 
report to the Company on noncompliance 
with the workplace standards, with security 
that they shall not be punished or 
prejudiced for doing so. 
Participating company has not developed a 
secure communication channel to enable 
factory employer, contract workers, and 
suppliers to report to company on 
noncompliances with the Workplace 
Standards. 
worker and management 
interviews
1) PC is currently drafting an Open Letter to Workers 
explaining PC's Workplace Standards. This letter will also 
contain PC's contact information in case workers need to 
directly contact PC Compliance Managers to file a 
complaint or grievance. Once Open Letter to Workers is 
distributed to factory, factory management will be required 
to post letter and verbally communicate letter contents to 
all workers within factory. 2) PC Compliance Managers 
also provide workers with business cards during worker 
interviews in case workers need to report any grievances 
to the PC Compliance Managers. 
6/30/2007 1) Factory management has not posted Open Letter to 
Workers. 2) Trainings have not been provided; hence, no 
training records maintained.
Pending 2) Factory has still not posted Open Letter to Workers. 3) 
Factory has conducted training on WRAP's COC, but not 
specifically on Workplace Standards. Records are 
maintained for WRAP trainings.
2) Factory has not posted Open Letter to 
Workers. 3) No training conducted on 
Workplace Standards.
Pending 2) SEA Hotline poster found posted. SEA Hotline provides 
workers with the SEA field team's contact information should 
workers need to contact PC. 3) Factory has held verbal 
trainings on an ongoing basis during induction trainings and has 
provided additional trainings on various code elements and legal 
requirements for each code element of Workplace Standards. 
Trainings verified through workers' understanding of the code 
elements and legal requirements.   
Open Letter to Workers, 
training records
Complete
2. Forced Labor 
3. Child Labor
Age Documentation According to Item 1(iv) Schedule 1B of The Industrial 
Employment (SO) Central Rules 1946, Every 
workman shall indicate his exact date of birth to the 
employer or the officer authorized by him in this 
behalf, at the time of entering service of the 
establishment. (e.g., matriculation certificate, certified 
copy of date of birth as recorded in the registers of a 
municipality, local authority or panchayat or register of 
birth, or doctors' certificate or affidavit.) 
Employers will maintain proof of age 
documentation for all workers, such as a 
birth certificate, which verifies date of birth.
Age proof documents maintained by 
factory for the 27 workers on roll were not 
valid and age proof records were not 
maintained for the 240 contract and casual 
workers observed on the day of audit.
record verification, management 
interview
Factory management must only accept valid government 
issued documents to verify applicant's age, such as 
school certificate, passport, driver's license, voter ID. 
Workers should provide documentation before being hired 
by the factory. If worker does not have copy of listed 
documents, a dental analysis must be conducted by BDS 
in order to obtain proof of age. Copy of documents 
reviewed to be included in all workers' files. 
6/30/2007 About 188 workers were found on the factory's payroll; valid age 
proof documents were found in the personnel files verified. Yet, 
about 35 workers were still not on the payroll and did not have 
personnel files. 
personnel files, age 
proof documents
Pending Factory has obtained age proof documentation for all 
workers. Factory has increased the number of workers on 
the roll to 370; however, there are 100 new workers who 
are still not on the roll, but age proof documentation is 
available. Factory has issued temporary cards to these 
workers and reported that they will be putting 50 workers on 
the rolls by August 1 and the rest by September 30.  
Factory continues to have workers employed off 
the payrolls for which personnel files are not 
maintained; therefore, age proof documents are 
not available.
Pending No workers were found to be employed "off the rolls." An 
unannounced visit was conducted and found that the factory 
had less business and that the number of workers was reduced 
over the past 1 year.  
time records, payrolls, 
production records
Complete Some workers were hired off the books; it was revealed that no 
personnel files and age proof records were made available 
during the audit. It is highly advised that authentic age proof 
documents must be made available for all employees.
factory walkthrough; 
worker and 
management 
interviews
Pending
4. Harassment or Abuse
Training of Management in 
Disciplinary Practices
Employers will provide training to managers 
and supervisors in appropriate disciplinary 
practices.
Factory has not provided training to 
managers and supervisors in appropriate 
disciplinary practices.
document review, management 
interview
1) Factory management must adopt reasonable and 
progressive disciplinary policies which apply to all 
employees, including supervisors and other managers. 
Progressive disciplinary policies should include verbal 
warning, written warning, transfer, suspension and 
dismissal, and must always be in compliance with local 
law, as well as PC standards. Apart from the 5 forms of 
discipline, no other disciplinary action or form of 
punishment should exist in factory. 2) Factory 
management must periodically provide verbal training to all 
managers/supervisors on acceptable disciplinary 
procedures, as well as supervisors' limits regarding 
disciplinary actions. 3) Factory management must 
document all trainings provided to supervisors/managers. 
6/30/2007 1) Factory has drafted disciplinary policy, but it is incomplete. 
Current disciplinary policy only mentions the disciplinary actions 
that are prohibited and does not explain the types of disciplinary 
actions allowed, along with the corresponding misbehaviors. 2, 
3) Pending
displayed policy Ongoing 1) Factory has formulated Company Standing Orders that 
contain detailed disciplinary policy and procedure. 2) 
Factory has provided training to supervisors and managers 
under WRAP certification program. 3) Training to all 
workers will be completed by September 15. 
Could not be verified. Pending 1) Standing orders of company contain disciplinary procedures. 
Training has been provided to supervisors and managers. 
training records, standing 
orders 
Complete
Record Maintenance Employers will maintain written records of 
disciplinary actions taken.
Factory does not maintain records of 
disciplinary actions taken.
document review, management 
interview
None Factory management must record any disciplinary action 
taken against any worker. All warning letters issued must 
be signed by workers as token of receipt and are to be 
attached to their personnel files, along with any supporting 
documentation. 
6/30/2007 There have been no cases of disciplinary actions. Factory does 
not have a documentation system for disciplinary proceedings 
and actions taken. Factory must develop consistent 
progressive disciplinary procedures.
management and 
worker interviews 
Ongoing Factory has not issued any disciplinary action. During 
worker interviews, no case of disciplining was found. 
worker interviews Pending No disciplinary action was found in files of workers and no 
workers reported disciplinary action.
personnel files Complete
Other Internal Grievance Mechanism There is no formal internal grievance 
mechanism developed by management in 
the factory that workers can use to voice 
any noncompliances. 
management interviews None 1) Factory management must develop workers' forum and 
conduct monthly meetings to record and discuss workers' 
concerns. Minutes of meetings are to be recorded and 
posted on notice boards. 2) Suggestion boxes with locks 
are to be installed at all relevant locations in factory, mainly 
in canteen and washrooms. 3) A senior manager must be 
appointed to open these boxes and give responses to 
workers' concerns. The name of responsible person to be 
given to PC with profile details once appointed.
6/30/2007 Factory has made a policy on communication channels, but 
this is only a passive policy. It does not specify how grievances, 
once received, will be handled/managed as well as how 
feedback/solutions will be communicated back to workers. 
Factory must elaborate policy to specify grievance handling 
procedures and feedback mechanism. 1, 2, 3) Pending.
displayed policy Pending 1) Factory has a workers' forum; meetings are conducted 
and recorded. Grievance policy is still not fully defined in 
terms of how grievances will be handled/managed and 
feedback communicated to workers. 2) Suggestion boxes 
are installed and general manager of company is 
responsible for opening box fortnightly. Factory does not 
record suggestions/complaints and does not have 
procedure to provide feedback to workers on complaints 
received. 
All items are still pending, factory has not made 
progress.
Pending Factory has revised grievance handling policy and procedures. 
Policies contain flowchart on how grievances will be handled 
through factory's hierarchy, HR department and suggestions 
box. Company director is responsible for following up on 
suggestion box grievances. 2) Suggestion box procedures are 
clearly defined and suggestions are followed up and reviewed; 
records of suggestions/complaints are maintained. Feedback to 
suggestions/complaints are provided either though notice board 
or confidentially, depending upon nature of grievance and 
request of workers. 
grievance policy, 
suggestion box register, 
workers' forum meeting 
minutes
Complete
5. Nondiscrimination
6. Health and Safety
Fire Safety: Health and Safety 
Legal Compliance
According to Section 40 of The Factories Act 1948, If 
it appears to inspector that any building or part of a 
building or any part of the ways, machinery or plant in 
a factory is in such a condition that it is dangerous to 
human life or safety, he may serve on the occupier or 
manager or both of factory an order in writing 
specifying the measures which in his opinion should 
be adopted, and requiring them to be carried out 
before a specified date. 
Employer will comply with applicable health 
and safety laws and regulations. In any 
case where laws and code of conduct are 
contradictory, the higher standards will 
apply. Factory will possess all legally 
required permits.
Factory has not obtained a No Objection 
Certificate from the fire department. 
document review, management 
interview
None 1) Factory management must obtain No Objection 
Certificate (NOC) from fire department in order to ensure 
that all parts/procedures used in factory management are 
safe for workers. 2) A copy of the certificate to be 
maintained in factory records and a copy of such to be 
sent to PC. 
6/30/2007 Factory has obtained NOC from fire department. Available on file Completed No updated Fire No Objection Certificate was made available 
for review. It is highly advised that updated Fire No Objection 
Certificate should be obtained and once obtained, it should be 
made available for audit review.
legal document 
review, management 
interview
Pending
Document Maintenance/ 
Accessibility
According to Section 7A (3) of The Factories Act, 
1948, Except in such cases as may be prescribed, 
every occupier shall prepare and, as often as may be 
appropriate, revise, written statement of his general 
policy with respect to the health and safety of workers 
at work and organizations and arrangement for time 
being in force for carrying out that policy, and to bring 
statement and any revision thereof to notice of all 
workers in such manner as may be prescribed. 
According to Section 41 B(1) of The Factories Act, 
1948, The occupier of every factory involving a 
hazardous process shall disclose in manner 
prescribed all information regarding dangers, including 
health hazards and measures to overcome such 
hazards arising from exposure to or handling of 
materials or substances in the manufacture or 
transportation, storage and other processes, to 
workers employed in factory, chief inspector, local 
authority within whose jurisdiction factory is situate 
and the general public in the vicinity. 
All documents required to be available to 
workers and management by applicable 
laws (such as policies, MSDS, etc.) shall 
be made available in the prescribed manner 
and in the local language or language 
spoken by majority of the workers if 
different from the local language.
Factory has not displayed a general policy 
on health and safety for the workers and 
MSDS was not available/displayed for any 
of the chemicals used in the factory.
document review, management 
interview, visual observation
None 1) Factory management must create and adopt HSE policy 
regarding chemical handling. 2) Workers must receive 
training on HSE policy at least twice a year; policy should 
include information on how to use and store chemicals, 
PPE requirements/training, chemical spill cleanup 
procedures, etc. 3) MSDS must be posted in local 
language in all areas where chemicals are used/stored. In 
addition, factory management to maintain copy of all 
MSDS in office. 4) Factory management to designate a 
responsible person to update MSDS on production floor, 
as well as in the office. 
6/30/2007 1) Factory has developed the policy as per requirement. 2)  
Training on HSE Policy and CSDS is yet to be developed and 
provided. 3) MSDS obtained and posted in local language in 
areas where chemicals are used. 
Displayed Ongoing 2) Training on HSE policy provided only to supervisors and 
managers. Factory must cover all workers in HSE policy 
training by September 30. Four types of chemicals found 
on production floor, Acetone, Amyl Acetate, Hydrochloric 
Acid and Benzene. Benzene is a banned chemical and its 
use must be immediately banned in the factory. MSDS for 
Acetone was found available on production floor, but MSDS 
for other 2 chemicals were not found posted due to change 
in work areas. Factory must re-post MSDS (CSDS as per 
workplace standards) for all chemicals in the areas where 
chemicals are used. 
Training to workers is not provided. Factory was 
still found to be using Benzene, which is a 
banned chemical. 
Pending 1) Policy on Chemical Handling is available. 2) Trainings to 
workers are provided on HSE, such as chemical use, PPE, 
basic fire safety, First Aid procedures. 3) MSDS are available for 
chemicals being used, Benzene use has been stopped in the 
factory. 4) The compliance officer is designated to update the 
MSDS along with purchase department.
HSE Policy, training 
records, MSDS
Complete
Evacuation Procedure According to Rule 68 (9d) of The Model Rules of The 
factories Act, 1948, In every room of a factory exits 
sufficient to permit safe escape of occupants in case 
of fire or other emergency shall be provided which 
shall be free of any obstruction. According to Section 
38 (1a) of the Factories Act, 1948, every factory shall 
provide and maintain safe means of escape for all 
persons in the event of fire. According to Rule 68 
(9nn) of The Model Rules of The Factories Act, 1948, 
In any building not provided with automatic fire alarm a 
manual fire alarm system shall be provided if the total 
capacity of building is over 500 persons, or if more 
than 25 persons are employed above or below ground 
floor, except that no buildings where the entire area is 
undivided and all parts thereof are clearly visible to all 
occupants.
All applicable legally required or 
recommended elements of safe evacuation 
(posting of evacuation plans, unblocked 
aisles/exits, employee education, 
evacuation procedures, etc.) shall be 
complied with and workers shall be trained 
in proper safety, first aid, and evacuation 
procedures.
1) Fire evacuation plan has not been 
displayed in [Factory name]. 2) 
Aisles/passages and staircases were 
found blocked with piles of fabric, 
garments and cartons. 3) Factory has not 
trained any of the workers in fire fighting 
techniques. 4) None of the exits and 
aisles/passages are marked in [Factory 
name]. 5) Fire alarm is not provided in 
[Factory name].
visual observation None 1) Factory management must develop a fire evacuation 
plan in local language and post it in all factory departments, 
including canteen. 2) Factory management must mark all 
aisles and evacuation routes. 3) All aisles and evacuation 
routes must be maintained obstruction free at all times. 4) 
Factory management must conduct periodic checks of all 
aisles/evacuation routes for proper maintenance, and train 
workers/supervisors accordingly. 5) Factory management 
must ensure that 1/25 workers is trained on evacuation/fire 
safety procedures, including on the use of fire 
extinguishers by certified profession. 6) Fire alarms to be 
installed in all production halls with battery backup. Please 
refer to adidas HSE guidelines attached.  
6/30/2007 1) Fire evacuation plan was displayed throughout factory. 2, 3) 
Aisles and evacuation routes were marked and found clear. 4) 
Pending. 5) Training has been provided to workers on 
evacuation/fire safety procedures. 6) Fire alarm has been 
installed. 
Displays, visual 
inspection, worker 
interviews
Ongoing 4) The visit was unannounced and factory production floors 
were found not well organized. Cartons and bins were 
found in the aisles. Fabric was also found lying on the floor 
in cutting section and spreading aisles. It is clear that the 
factory does not have regular checks and monitoring to 
ensure aisles are kept clear. 
Cartons were found in the stairways, under 
stairs and on work floors. Housekeeping on 
production floors was seen to be improved, but 
not up to standard.
Pending 1, 5) Housekeeping was found to be organized on all work 
floors. All original action items, such as evacuation plan; aisles 
and exit route markings; maintenance; training; and evacuation 
are being maintained. Fire alarms were found to be installed. 
Additionally, factory conducts periodic checks of all emergency 
equipment, aisles, etc. Compliance officer conducts checks 
and provides direction to administration for maintenance. 
Complete 1) Factory walkthrough confirmed that housekeeping was not 
up to the mark in almost all working and storage areas. It was 
observed that production material was kept in unorganized 
manner and that semi-finished goods were kept haphazardly. 
Production floor and storage area were found to be untidy. 2) 
Evacuation plans were not well visible, aisles and exit route 
markings were not made obstruction free for safe evacuation. 
3) It is highly advised that all aisle routes and exits should 
remain unobstructed and open at all times. Evacuation maps 
should be well visible all times, production goods should be 
placed in such a way so that evacuation maps does not remain 
invisible. "You are here" should be marked in evacuation maps. 
Factory is advised to minimize obstructions in exit routes and 
exit doors in order to ensure safe escape of occupants in case 
of fire and other emergencies. 
factory walkthrough Pending
Safety Equipment According to Section 38 (1b) of The Factories Act, 
1948, (1) In every factory, all practicable measures 
shall be taken to prevent outbreak of fire and its 
spread, both internally and externally, and to provide 
and maintain (b) the necessary equipment and 
facilities for extinguishing fire. According to Provision 7 
of Schedule I of Model Rules of The Factories Act, 
1948, operating instructions of fire extinguishers shall 
not be defaced or obliterated. In case operating 
instructions are obliterated or have become illegible 
due to passage of time, fresh transfers of same shall 
be obtained from manufacturers of equipment and 
affixed to extinguishers. According to Rule 35 (3) of 
the Model Rules under The Factories Act, 1948, the 
standard specified in this rule shall be without 
prejudice to the provision of any additional illumination 
required to render the lighting sufficient and suitable 
for the nature of work.
All safety and medical equipment (such as 
fire fighting equipment, first aid kits, etc.) 
shall be in place, maintained as prescribed 
and accessible to the employees.
1) Fire extinguishers are not provided and 
operating instructions in local language are 
not displayed on or near the fire 
extinguishers. 2) Emergency lights are not 
provided.
visual observation None 1) Adequate number of fire extinguishers and fire fighting 
equipment to be installed in all production areas along with 
operating instructions in local language. 2) A check card 
must be maintained for monthly checkups of extinguishers 
conducted by internal compliance person, as well as for 
annual check conducted by fire equipment provider. 3) 
Proper power backup emergency lights to be installed in all 
emergency exits, evacuation routes, and staircases. 
Please refer to adidas' HSE guidelines attached.
6/30/2007 1, 2) Fire extinguishers and instructions have been installed 
along with check cards. 3) Emergency lights have been 
installed. 
visual inspection Completed
Safety Equipment According to Section 38(1b) of The Factories Act, 
1948, (1) In every factory, all practicable measures 
shall be taken to prevent outbreak of fire and its 
spread, both internally and externally, and to provide 
and maintain (b) necessary equipment and facilities 
for extinguishing fire. According to Provision 7 of 
Schedule I of Model Rules of The Factories Act, 1948. 
the operating instructions of fire extinguishers shall 
not be defaced or obliterated. In case the operating 
instructions are obliterated or have become illegible 
due to passage of time, fresh transfers of same shall 
be obtained from the manufacturers of equipment and 
affixed to extinguishers. According to Section 32(a) of 
The Factories Act, 1948, all floors, steps, stairs, 
passage and gangways shall be of sound 
construction and properly maintained and shall be 
kept free of obstruction and substances likely to 
cause persons to slip and where it is necessary to 
ensure safety, steps, stairs, gangways shall be 
provided with substantial handrails.
All safety and medical equipment (such as 
fire fighting equipment, first aid kits, etc.) 
shall be in place, maintained as prescribed 
and accessible to the employees.
1) Adequate number of workers are not 
trained in first aid treatment and not all the 
first aid boxes are kept under charge of a 
trained person. 2) Handrail was not 
provided in many of the staircases.
worker and management 
interviews; document review
None 1) Factory management must appoint 1 first aid trained 
person for every 100 workers, certificate for first aid 
training of appointed persons must be kept on record, 
training to be done by professionals. 2) All first aid boxes 
should be kept under supervision of person trained in first 
aid. 3) Adequate number of first aid boxes (1 for every 100 
workers) to be provided in all production areas. 4) Factory 
management must conduct regular inspections and 
restocked first aid boxes as needed. 5) Handrails to be 
installed in all staircases whenever required; please refer 
to HSE guidelines attached.                                                                                                                     
6/30/2007 Factory taken action on all issues and all issues were found to 
be corrected. 
document review, 
visual inspection
Completed
Personal Protective Equipment 
(PPE)
According to Section 7A (2b) of The Factories Act, 
1948, Every occupier should have arrangement in the 
factory for ensuring safety and absence of risk to 
health in connection with the use, handling, storage 
and transport of articles and substances.
Workers shall wear appropriate protective 
equipment (such as gloves, eye protection, 
hearing protection, respiratory protection, 
etc.) to prevent unsafe exposure (such as 
inhalation or contact with solvent vapors, 
noise, dust, etc.) to hazardous elements 
including medical waste.
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) (i.e., 
gloves for spotters, mesh gloves for 
cutters, masks for overlock operators and 
spotters, rubber mats for pressman and 
earplugs for knitters and DG set operators) 
are not used.
visual observation None 1) Factory management shall provide workers with 
adequate/required PPE: a) spotters: cotton gloves and 
carbonated masks; b) cutters: steel mesh gloves; c) 
cotton masks: overlock operators; d) rubber foot mats 
provided for all pressmen; e) earplugs provided to all 
knitters; f) and DG set operators must be used. 2) Factory 
must enforce use of all required PPE through internal HSE 
policy, and provide training on PPE use at least once a 
year to all workers. 3) Factory management must conduct 
noise level test and post results in embroidery section, 
yarn machine halls, and knitting halls. 4) DG to be placed 
inside canopy to reduce noise level. 5) Safety instructions 
are to be posted near areas that require PPE. Please refer 
to HSE guidelines for additional information.
6/30/2007 1a) Solvent masks for spotting workers required, but factory 
has not provided workers with carbonated masks. 1c)  Dust 
masks have been provided to workers in stitching section.  
Ongoing 1) Workers not found wearing dust masks in stitching 
section; carbonated masks in spot cleaning section; mesh 
gloves in cutting section. 2) Factory's enforcement on PPE 
use is not adequate. Factory must make supervisors and 
managers responsible as part of their job description to 
ensure that workers use PPE. Simultaneously, factory 
management must find root cause of why workers do not 
use PPE when provided and eliminate root cause, or else 
find an alternate solution to remove hazard, e.g., use 
extraction/suction system in case of fiber dust or 
chemicals/fumes, or find alternate safe chemicals. 3) 
Knitting, embroidery and printing are not done in this factory 
anymore. Factory uses another group factory as T2 
supplier for these processes. 5) Factory has not posted 
safety instruction regarding PPE use. To be completed by 
September 15. 
1) PPE usage in factory remains poor. 2) 
Factory has not developed a program to ensure 
PPE usage is consistent. 5) Safety instructions 
regarding PPE usage are not posted.
Pending 1, 2) Workers are provided with adequate PPE and training on 
PPE use. In stitching section, the overlock operators are 
provided with fiber dust masks. For workers using chemicals in 
spotting section, they were found wearing charcoal filter based 
respirator masks. 2) Per interviews, factory management is 
enforcing use of PPE through supervisors and managers' 
periodic checks as part of their job responsibilities. 3) Knitting 
and embroidery is not done in factory anymore. 4) DG set is 
placed inside a canopy. 5) Safety instructions on PPE usage 
are not maintained. 
Ongoing 1, 2) Factory walkthrough confirmed that workers were not 
using appropriate PPE in stitching area, chemical handling 
station and boiler area. Factory is advised to provide 
appropriate PPE to all workers placed in hazardous operations, 
such as solvent vapors, noise, dust, etc. 
factory walkthrough Pending
Chemical Management According to Section 7A (2b) of The Factories Act, 
1948, Every occupier should have arrangement in the 
factory for ensuring safety and absence of risk to 
health in connection with the use, handling, storage 
and transport of articles and substances.
All chemicals and hazardous substances 
should be properly labeled and stored in 
accordance with applicable laws. Workers 
should receive training, appropriate to their 
job responsibilities, in the safe use of 
chemicals and other hazardous 
substances.
Chemicals and diesel are not stored with 
adequate access control. No eye wash 
station is provided near the chemical and 
usage area.
visual observation None 1) All chemicals used must be stored in a separate and 
designated fire-resistant room as indicated by chemicals' 
material safety data sheets (MSDS). 2) Factory 
management is also to ensure the following in chemical 
storage area: a) MSDS to be posted in chemical storage 
area; b) all chemical containers must be labeled and 
properly covered; c) Adequate ventilation is a must. 3) 
Person(s) handling chemicals must use proper PPE and 
safety instructions should be posted as well. Name and 
photos of persons responsible for using chemicals must 
be posted. 4) Factory management must provide eye 
wash station in areas where chemicals are stored and 
used. 
6/30/2007 Update not available. Pending 1) Factory has a designated area for chemicals storage; 
however, found that factory does not have adequate 
controls for such. 1 drum with spot cleaning solvent found 
in finishing area where inline spot cleaning is done; in 
another spot cleaning section another half filled drum found 
for same chemical. Factory does not realize hazard 
potential of keeping flammable chemical on floor in 
uncontrolled way. 2) MSDS not posted for all chemicals. 3) 
Carbonated masks not being used by workers using 
chemical for spotting in inline spotting. In spot cleaning 
section, workers do not require chemical masks since 
extraction is installed. 4) Eye wash is not provided by 
factory. 
1) Factory has made no progress in controlling 
inventory of chemicals kept on production 
floors. 2) MSDS are not posted. 3) Carbonated 
masks are not used in areas where chemicals 
are in use such as inline spot cleaning. 4) Eye 
wash is not provided.
Pending 1, 3) Chemicals are found to be properly labeled and covered, 
stored separately in a well-ventilated chemical room, and only 1 
day usage is brought on the floor. MSDS posted. PPE and 
instructions for PPE are available to workers. Workers found to 
be wearing carbonated masks. Name and photos of persons 
responsible for using chemicals were not found posted. 4) Eye 
wash is yet not available in the spotting area. 
MSDS Ongoing 2a) MSDS not posted at chemical handling and storage area. 
2b) Chemicals found to be not labeled or covered and were 
kept with drinking water bottles. 2c) No proper ventilated 
chemical room made available. 3) PPE and instructions made 
available to workers. Workers not wearing carbonated masks. 
4) Eye wash station was not yet available in spotting area. It is 
highly advised that proper arrangements should be made 
available in order to minimize risks and hazards especially in 
chemical handling, storage area. Factory management to 
review and implement original CAP to properly address all 
noncompliances.
factory walkthrough Pending
Ventilation/Electrical/Facility 
Maintenance
According to Section 13 of The Factories Act, 1948, 
Effective and suitable provision shall be made in every 
factory for securing and maintaining in every 
workroom a) adequate ventilation by circulation of 
fresh air, and b) such a temperature as will secure to 
workers therein reasonable conditions comfort and 
prevent injury to health. According to Rule 68 4(a) of 
the Model Rules of The Factories Act, 1948, all 
electrical apparatus shall either be excluded from area 
of risk or they shall be of such construction and so 
installed and maintained as to prevent the danger of 
their being a source of ignition.
All ventilation, plumbing, electrical, and 
lighting services shall be provided and 
maintained to conform to applicable laws 
and prevent hazardous conditions to 
employees in the facility.
10 Spotting found to be carried out in the 
middle of floor. 2) Loose electrical wires 
found and electric panels not fenced or 
protected.            
visual observation None 1) Factory management must ensure spotting is only 
conducted in designated area that is adequate and meets 
MSDS requirements. 2) Spotters must wear PPE and 
safety instructions must be posted as well. 3) Factory 
management must ensure no electrical wires are lying or 
hanging loose in production floors; all wires to be properly 
guarded and installed. 4) Factory management to ensure 
certified electrician conducts regular inspections on all 
electrical equipment. 
6/30/2007 1) Spot lifting not separated from rest of production area; it is 
still being performed in middle of hall. 2) Spot cleaning workers 
must be provided with PPE and CSDS must be posted 
including instructions to wear PPE at workstations. 3) No loose 
electrical wires found and electric panels were protected. 4) 
Update not available.
visual inspection Ongoing 1) Some spot cleaning separated, but inline spot cleaning 
still carried out. Factory reported that they are changing 
system of fabric handling which will reduce spot cleaning 
requirement in 2 weeks time; hence, spot cleaning will be 
done only in closed separate chambers. 2) Workers found 
not wearing PPE; CSDS not available for Hydrochloric Acid 
and Amyl Acetate. 3) Loose wiring found in fabric cutting 
section and a dangerous connection found near small 
boiler. Taped wires found in stitching section under 
stitching machines. Factory ordered change of the entire 
wiring immediately. 4) Factory has not appointed a certified 
electrician to conduct regular checks and maintenance of 
electrical connections, equipment, wiring, panel boards.  
1) Inline spot cleaning still found to be carried 
out in factory. 2) PPE usage was not 
consistently implemented throughout factory, 
and MSDS not available for all chemicals. 3) 
Electrical safety found to be very poor; 
dangerous connections observed in addition to 
loose wiring, taped joints. 4) Certified electrician 
is not appointed by the factory.
Pending 1) Spotting conducted in a designated area. MSDS found 
available for chemicals in use. 2) PPE used by the spotters. 
CSDS of the chemical used found to be posted. 3) Electrical 
wiring found to be secured and not hanging. 4) Factory has 
hired a certified electrician who maintains all electrical 
equipment.
electrician's certificate 
copy
Complete
Record Maintenance According to Rule 68(12c) of The Model Rule of The 
Factories Act, 1948, Fire fighting drills shall be held as 
often as necessary and at least once in every period 
of 2 months. 
All safety and accident reports shall be 
maintained for at least 1 year, or longer if 
required by law.
Records of fire evacuation drill is not 
maintained by factory; hence, compliance 
with the frequency and authenticity of the 
drill could not be ascertained.
document review, management 
interview
None 1) Factory management must conduct fire evacuation drills 
at minimum 4 times a year - once every quarter. 2) Factory 
shall maintain its records/photos of all fire drills, including 
notes indicating amount of time needed to evacuate 
factory. 3) All accidents to be logged and reported to PC on 
a monthly basis. 
6/30/2007 1, 2) Fire drills are conducted in factory and records containing 
photos, number of workers, time needed for evacuation, notes 
on any related injuries are maintained by the factory. 3) No 
update available. 
document review Ongoing 3) Monthly reporting for accidents was launched in June 
2008. Since then, the HR manager has left the company. 
Factory needs training on accident reporting. No accident 
was reported during audit. 
Factory does not send reports to the company. Pending 1, 2) Fire evacuation drills are conducted by the factory and 
factory maintains records of the drills. 3) Factory does not 
report accidents to the PC, factory must send to PC the 
accident reports in the monthly prescribed format.
fire drill records Pending 1, 2) Fire and evacuation drills not being conducted once in 2 
months (according to SEA requirements, they must be done 
every 6 months, not quarterly); observed that last fire drill 
conducted in November 2010. Records of fire drill are available. 
3) Not all accidents logged and reported to PC on a monthly 
basis. It is highly advised that fire drills should be conducted 
once in 2 months.
document review, 
worker interviews
Pending
Machinery Maintenance According to Section 21 of The Factories Act, 1948, 
Every moving part of a prime mover and every 
flywheel connected to a prime mover, whether prime 
mover or flywheel is in engine house or not, shall be 
securely fenced by safeguards of substantial 
construction which shall be constantly maintained and 
kept in position while parts of machinery they are 
fencing are in motion or in use.
All production machinery and equipment 
shall be maintained, properly guarded, and 
operated in a safe manner.
Needle guards were not provided to any of 
the sewing machines.
visual observation None 1) Needle guards should be installed in all sewing 
machines and no worker shall be allowed to remove them. 
2) Safety instructions to be posted near all production 
areas. 3) Supervisors to conduct periodic checkups and 
enforce the use of needle guards at all times. 
6/30/2007 1) Needle guards are still missing from many machines, 
supervisors must be made responsible to implement. 2)  
Supervisors not involved in monitoring of needle guards. 
Factory must ensure to include in supervisor's responsibility the 
monitoring and supervising of needle guard usage.
visual inspection Pending Needle guards are still missing. Supervisors have not been 
given responsibility to monitor and supervise use of needle 
guards. 
Problem of missing needle guards continues.  Pending 1) Needle guards are generally installed on all sewing 
machines. 2) Safety instructions not posted, though factory 
must put up safety instructions regarding needle guards. 3) 
Supervisors are delegated responsibility of monitoring and 
enforcing the use of needle guards on floor level in order to 
ensure that workers do not remove needle guards for their 
convenience.
Ongoing 1) Not all sewing machines equipped with needle guards. 2) 
Safety instructions not posted in all production areas. 3)  
Supervisor and management interviews not delegated the 
responsibility to monitor and enforce use of needle guards on 
floor level in order to ensure workers do not remove needle 
guards for their convenience. It is highly advised that all moving 
parts should be securely fenced and should be maintained to 
avoid injury.  
factory walkthrough; 
supervisor and 
management 
interviews
Pending
Every employee will be treated with respect and dignity.  No employee will be subject to any physical, sexual, psychological or verbal 
harassment of abuse.
Updates IEM Findings
There will not be any use of forced labor, whether in the form of prison labor, indentured labor, bonded labor or otherwise.
Updates Updates 
No person will be subject to any discrimination in employment, including hiring, salary, benefits, advancement, discipline, termination 
or retirement, on the basis of gender, race, religion, age, disability, sexual orientation, nationality, political opinion, or social or ethnic 
origin.
Employers will provide a safe and healthy working environment to prevent accidents and injury to health arising out of, linked with, or 
occurring in the course of work or as a result of the operation of employer facilities.
Knitting, Fabric Generation, Cutting, Sewing, Checking, Finishing, Packing
adidas-Group comment: In 2006, the adidas-Group's Social and 
Environmental Affairs Department (SEA) created and delivered a 
remediation plan to address all the noncompliances found in this IEM. 
Since then, the factory has failed to cooperate in addressing the FLA 
findings or the adidas-Group internal findings. After numerous audit 
exercises, trainings and SEA sponsored activities to help the factory 
improve its compliance performance, the factory continued to show a low 
commitment level and failed to meet the minimum SEA Key Performance 
Indicators. As a result, the factory was terminated due to its low 
compliance performance and commitment. There is no expected impact to 
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Updates 
No person will be employed at an age younger than 15 (or 14 where the law of the country of manufacture allows) or younger than the 
age for completing compulsory education in the country of manufacture where such age is higher than 15.
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Sanitation in Facilities According to Section 19(a) of The Factories Act, 
1948, Sufficient latrine and urinal accommodation of 
prescribed types shall be provided conveniently 
situated and accessible to workers at all times while 
they are at factory.
All facilities including factory buildings, 
toilets, canteens, kitchens, and clinics, shall 
be kept clean and safe and be in 
compliance with applicable laws.
1) Adequate number of toilet facilities not 
provided in factory. On days of audit, per 
head count conducted by auditors, 274 
workers present. However, factory has 
provided only 6 toilets, less than minimum 
requirement. 2) Workstations not cleaned 
properly. Fabric pieces lying on floor and 
materials also lying unorganized on 
production floor.
visual observation, management 
interview
None 1) Factory shall make 5 additional toilets in factory, and 
must ensure number of toilets meets local regulations. 2) 
Factory management must pay attention to housekeeping, 
workstations to be kept clean, dusting and sweeping must 
be done minimum thrice in a day. 3) Factory must 
encourage workers to keep their workstations clean at all 
times. 4) Adequate number of dustbins to be provided in all 
production areas for collecting waste.
6/30/2007 1) Adequate number of toilets available to workers, but in 
unhygienic conditions. 2) Housekeeping found to be in order, 
including sweeping and dusting. 3) Workstations still need to be 
cleaned more periodically. Factory must ensure workstations 
kept clean; management must ensure that housekeeping staff 
does initial cleaning in day; subsequently, workers required to 
maintain their sewing machines during operations. 4) No update 
available.
Pending 2) Housekeeping found not in order, although floors and 
machines kept clean. Factory has not included several 
parts like windows, racks, tube lights, boiler area under 
purview of cleaning. Factory required to conduct detailed 
analysis of each aspect of building to identify all areas that 
require cleaning, then develop and provide cleaning 
schedule for housekeeping staff and monitor that schedule 
is being implemented; appoint adequate number of cleaning 
staff if staff is insufficient. 4) Adequate number of bins are 
available. 
Although housekeeping observed to be 
improved, it is still not in compliance with our 
standards.
Pending 1, 4) Factory has made marked improvement in its 
housekeeping. The visit was unannounced and found that all 
floors, machines and other equipment were kept clean and tidy. 
Cleaning schedule is available and implemented by admin 
manager.
Complete
Sanitation in Dining Area According to Section 46 (1) of The Factories Act, 
1948, The state government may make rules requiring 
that in any specified factory wherein more than 250 
workers are ordinarily employed, a canteen or 
canteens shall be provided and maintained by the 
occupier for the use of the workers.
All food preparation shall be prepared, 
stored, and served in a sanitary manner in 
accordance with applicable laws. Safe 
drinking water should be available in each 
building.
Factory has not provided canteen facility 
for its workers, although factory has 
employed more than 250 workers.
visual observation None 1) Factory shall create a canteen for workers to have their 
lunch, with enough space to accommodate all workers. 2) 
Canteen must provide adequate protection from all types 
of weather.
6/30/2007 1) Factory has provided canteen for workers to take their 
meals, but space is not enough to accommodate all workers. 
Factory must provide space to accommodate all workers. 2) 
Lighting in the canteen is not sufficient. 3) Canteen workers do 
not wear head gear. 4) Canteen workers have not gone through 
medical tests for communicable diseases. 
visual inspection Ongoing Update not available. 1) Factory has provided space for the lunch 
facility. 2) Lighting found to be sufficient. 3) 
Canteen workers are not found to be wearing 
head gear. 4) No medical examination for 
canteen workers is done.
Pending Canteen workers still not found to be wearing head gear. 
Factory must give standing instructions to canteen staff for 
wearing head gear. 
Pending 3) Canteen workers were still not wearing head gear. Factory is 
advised to give standing instructions to canteen staff for 
wearing head gear. 4) No updated medical examination test 
records were made available for review. 
factory walkthrough, 
document review
Pending
Worker Participation Workers should be involved in planning for 
safety, including through worker safety 
committees.
Factory does not have a safety committee. document review; management 
and worker interviews
None 1) Factory must create workers' forum that shall also work 
as a safety committee. Factory management must allow 
workers choose their own representatives; 1 for every 50 
workers; no supervisors or managers should be involved in 
election of workers' reps. 2) Safety committee 
representatives shall have monthly meetings to discuss 
general issues/H&S issues based on worker feedback. 3) 
Worker representatives and managers must discuss HSE 
issues and create remediation plan for all HSE-related 
noncompliances. 4) Minutes of monthly meeting must be 
posted for workers to review. 5) All these activities must be 
kept in factory records and also be sent to PC on a 
monthly basis, as per format provided by PC. 
6/30/2007 1, 5) Factory has created HSE Committee, but HSE Committee 
members still need to be trained on HSE issues, hold meetings 
regularly, discuss any HSE issues identified, and maintain 
records of meetings and action plans. 
document review, 
worker interviews
Ongoing Factory is poor in its training program and does not have 
capacity among staff to develop training program from 
needs assessment; develop material; deliver training; and 
maintain records. Factory also required to appoint HR 
manager for the vacant position. 
Factory has not established training program 
yet. Factory only has personnel manager who 
does not have adequate qualifications to 
develop training program.
Pending Trainings on H&S developed and provided to all workers, 
including HSE Committee workers, supervisors and staff. H&S 
trainings are done on PPE usage, Chemical Handling, Boiler 
Safety to Boiler operator, Fire Drills, Evacuation, and First Aid. 
Factory has created an HSE Committee and holds meetings 
regularly, they discuss HSE issues identified and maintain 
records of meetings and action plans. 
Training records Complete
8. Wages and Benefits
Minimum Wage According to Section 12(1) of The Minimum Wages 
Act, 1948, Wherein respect of any scheduled 
employment a notification under section 5 is in force, 
the employer shall pay to every employee engaged in 
a scheduled employment under him wages at rate not 
less than the minimum rate of wages fixed by such 
notification for that class of employees in that 
employment without any deductions as may be 
authorized within such time and subject to such 
conditions as may be prescribed.
Employers will pay workers the legal 
minimum wage or the prevailing industry 
wage, whichever is higher.
Upon interviewing it was observed that 
some of the workers in helper category are 
paid less than the legal minimum wage.
This issue could not be corroborated 
from other sources because few 
workers (5) wages as per payroll was 
equal to or more than the legal 
minimum wages whereas for other 
workers (contract and casual) neither 
employment contract nor payroll 
records were maintained. Nor could it 
be corroborated by management 
interview. 
None 1) Factory management must ensure that all workers' 
hours of work are reflected in payroll. 2) Factory 
management must check for underpaid workers and shall 
ensure all type of workers receive at least minimum wages 
as per local labor law. 3) All workers must receive their 
salary slips with each pay period, and copy of such must 
be retained by factory as well. 4) Minimum and category 
wages to be mentioned in workers' handbook and to be 
updated when changed by local law. 5) All workers must 
receive verbal training on how to calculate wages upon 
joining factory.
6/30/2007 1) Minimum wage is still an issue for 5 helpers. Factory must 
immediately include 5 helpers and 30 casual workers in payroll, 
and ensure their wages are in compliance with the minimum 
wage requirements. In addition, factory must provide back 
wages for difference owed. The 40 piece rate tailors also 
receive less than minimum wages, as there is no guaranteed 
work for the entire month. Records show they work only 14 - 17 
days in a month due to lack of enough work. As a result, their 
overall pay is less than minimum wage in most cases. Factory 
must pay at least minimum wages. 2, 5)  Pending.
document review Pending Factory has ensured payment of minimum wages to 
monthly salaried workers; however, payment to piece rate 
workers in some cases may be less than minimum wage. 
It was found that 12 piece rate workers earned about Rs 
2000 - 2500 per month, although it shows they have only 
worked 15 - 18 days. Attendance records falsified; 
considering they may have actually worked a full month, 
they might be earning less than minimum wage. 
Attendance records of piece rate workers falsified to show 
they have worked fewer number of days. 2) As part of 
normal minimum wage requirements, factory ensures 
minimum wages are paid, except for some cases of piece 
rate workers, whose wages are not being monitored clearly 
by HR department. 3) All workers receive salary slips 
except off-roll workers. 4) Minimum wages displayed on 
notice boards. 5) Factory does not have training/orientation 
on wage calculations. 
1, 2) Since there are workers employed off the 
books, it is likely that some are earning less 
than minimum wage. 3) Workers off payroll do 
not receive pay slips. 5) Factory does not have 
training orientation on wage calculation.
Pending 1) No discrepancy in hours of work found based on review of 
time records and production records. 2) No worker found to be 
paid less than minimum wage or less than what is recorded in 
the payment records. 3) Salary slips are provided to all workers. 
4) Minimum wages are displayed on notice board. 5) Workers 
are oriented on wage calculation upon joining. 
orientation training records, 
pay slips from workers, 
notice board
Complete There are workers employed off the books. It is likely that some 
may be earning less than minimum wage. Off the book workers 
do not receive pay slips. a) Factory is advised that all workers 
must be paid at least basic minimum wage stipulated by state 
labor department. This includes all workers: permanent 
workers, probationary workers, trainees and workers on piece 
rate. b) All payment must be documented and pay slip provided 
to workers. c) Incentive, attendance or other productivity 
bonuses and policy in relation to salary increases must be 
documented in Company Policy; all factory employees should 
be trained about it.
factory walkthrough,
worker interviews
Pending
Payroll Reporting According to Rule 26 (2) of The Minimum Wages 
Central Rules, 1950 (2) A wage slip in Form XI shall 
be issued by every employer to every person 
employed by him at least a day prior to the 
disbursement of wages.
Accurate and reliable payroll reporting, 
including pay stubs will be provided.
Pay stubs/salary slips/pay statements are 
not provided to the workers.
document review, worker 
interviews
None 1) All workers must get pay slips for all types of wages 
paid by factory (salaries, vacation/holiday pay, etc.). No 
handwritten records to be maintained; salary slips should 
be printed and computerized. 2) A copy of all payments for 
all workers to be maintained by factory as well.
6/30/2007 1) Pay stubs provided to most workers, except for 5 helpers, 
and about 30 workers who are not on payroll. Factory must 
employ all 35 workers on rolls and provide pay slips to all these 
workers as well.
management 
interview
Pending Although factory has put said workers on payroll, newly 
hired workers not on payroll. Factory will be putting 50 
workers on rolls by August 1 and remaining workers by 
September 30, 2008. Factory has now committed to not 
hiring workers off the rolls. Pay slips will be provided to all 
workers from September onwards. 
The factory has not made any progress on this 
issue.
Pending 1) All workers were found to have received pay slips, as all 
workers in factory found to be employed on company rolls. 2) 
Payment records at factory were maintained.   
payment records Complete Observed that approximately 25 workers found to be engaged 
off books, no pay stubs/salary slips/pay statements provided to 
workers. a) Factory is advised that all workers must be paid at 
least basic minimum wage stipulated by state labor 
department. This includes all workers: permanent, 
probationary, trainees and piece rate workers. b) All payment 
must be documented and pay slip provided to workers. c) 
Incentive, attendance or other productivity bonuses and policy 
in relation to salary increases must be documented in 
Company Policy; all factory employees should be trained about 
it.
factory walkthrough,
worker interviews
Pending
Time Recording System According to Section 13A (1) of The Payment of 
Wages Act, 1936, Every employer shall maintain such 
register and records giving such particulars of 
persons employed by him, the work performed by 
them, the wages paid to them, the deductions made 
from their wages, the receipts given by them and 
such other particulars and in such form as may be 
prescribed.
Time worked by all employees, regardless 
of compensation system, will be 
documented by time cards or other 
accurate and reliable recording systems 
such as electronic swipe cards.
Factory did not provide exact time in and 
out time records for any worker. Factory 
provided attendance records marked 'P' 
for present and 'A' for absent for only the 
79 workers on roll. Exact time in and out 
time records not maintained by factory. 
However, time cards with exact times in 
and out records maintained by each and 
every worker. These cards available with 
workers for month of July only. Double 
time records maintained by the factory. 
document review, management 
interview
None 1) Factory management shall install a time recording 
system that keeps track of all hours worked by workers, 
including OT. 2) All workers must be provided with their 
own time cards. 3) Time cards must be punched or 
swiped by workers at time they come to work and when 
they go home. 4) Factory must have in and out time 
records generated by this machine. No handwritten cards 
or handwritten attendance are authorized. Factory shall 
post daily report on notice boards for workers absent the 
previous date, so workers can verify absences. 5) Factory 
management to provide training to all workers on how to 
use time recording system. 
6/30/2007 Factory's in and out time records are not credible and verifiable 
as factory accepted they do OT off the records, for which 
payment is done separately. 
document review Pending Factory still has manual records apart from punch records. 
Manual records are meant to provide actual information, 
showing excessive work hours on a daily basis and also 
work on weekly day off, with no compensatory off provided. 
Whereas punched records are falsified. Payment for 
excessive OT hours is not shown on punched records as it 
is done separately. 
Factory continues to have manual records that 
are not same as the punched records.
Pending 1, 2) Time records are installed and a time card is given to each  
worker. 3) Time cards swiped by workers. 4) NO handwritten 
records found. 5) Workers found to be aware of using time 
cards.
time records Complete Factory's clock in/out records are not credible and verifiable as 
factory management indicated OT is off time recording system. 
Since time records found non-verifiable, payment of undeclared 
OT could not be verified. There is a likelihood payment is made 
off the books at lesser rate. a) Factory advised to install 
effective, mechanical time recording system (punch 
card)/electronic time recording system. Link it to payroll. b) 
Factory management to ensure all workers clock in and out at 
start and end of work periods. c) All payment records should be 
documented with clear worker signatures on receipt. d) 
Workers must be provided pay slip showing income and all 
relevant items. Pay slips must be in a language workers 
understand, i.e., local language of workers. Workers must sign 
document review, 
worker interviews
Pending
Record Maintenance According to Section 13A (1) of The Payment of 
Wages Act, 1936, Every employer shall maintain such 
register and records giving such particulars of 
persons employed by him, the work performed by 
them, the wages paid to them, the deductions made 
from their wages, the receipts given by them and 
such other particulars and in such form as may be 
prescribed.
All compensation records will be 
maintained accurately and should be 
acknowledged by the employee as 
accurate.
No records of overtime payment for all 
workers and regular payment for any of 
contract and casual workers, including 
security and housekeepers, available; 
hence, compliance could not be verified. 
Payment of bonus; payment for holiday 
and leave; legal mandatory benefits such 
as Employee State Insurance (ESI) and 
Provident Funds (PF); piece rate 
compensation; hourly compensation for 
contract workers (production, security 
guards, housekeepers) could not be 
verified due to lack of documents.
document review, management 
interview
None 1) Factory management must install time recording 
system that records hours of work of all workers, including 
housekeeping, security guards, and piece rate workers. 2) 
Factory management must enroll all workers in PF and 
ESI benefits from first day they work at factory; a copy of 
their forms is to be retained in their personnel files. 3) PF 
and ESI receipts must be present in factory for review at all 
times. 4) Factory management must maintain records of 
hours of work: piece rate, regular/OT wages, 
vacation/holiday pay provided for all workers in the factory.  
4/25/2007 Management reported that they pay OT at a single rate instead 
of premium rate. Factory must make OT payments at 
premiums instead of single rate. Factory must also make back 
payments to all workers. Factory must create a comprehensive 
report on all workers that are required to be paid back wages for 
OT based on monthly time records and send to PC compliance 
team. Once retroactive payment is made, PC compliance team 
will conduct a verification of all back wages paid. 1, 4) Pending.
management 
interview
Pending 1) Factory has installed electronic time recording system to 
record work hours of all categories of workers, except 
security guards and workers appointed off rolls. Their time 
records are not included in swipe card time record system. 
However, swipe card system is not credible, because 
factory also maintains manual timekeeping for actual hours 
of work that consist of excessive OT hours. 2) The 100 off-
roll workers out of 468 workers were found not covered 
under ESI/PF benefits. 3) ESI and PF payment receipts are 
available for the rest of the workers in the factory. 4) 
Factory has been maintaining records only for on-roll 
workers of all categories, including piece rate workers, but 
not for off-roll workers. 
1) Time records are not available for workers off 
payroll. 2) The workers off payroll are not 
covered under ESI and PF. 4) Factory does not 
maintain records for workers employed off the 
books.
Pending 1, 4) Factory has installed time recording system. All time 
records were available for all the workers. 2) All workers were 
found to be on company rolls and covered under ESI/PF 
immediately upon hiring as per legal requirement. ESI/PF 
payment receipts and returns available for review. All hours of 
work and pay found recorded by the factory for all workers, 
including leaves and pay. 4) Factory is found to be paying OT 
workers at premium rate of double from May 2009 onwards.  
time records, ESI/PF 
payment receipts, returns, 
payment records, leave 
registers
Complete 2) Time records not available for workers off payroll. Workers 
off payroll not covered under ESI and PF. Factory does not 
maintain records for workers employed off the books. a) 
Factory advised to install an effective, mechanical time 
recording system (punch card)/electronic time recording 
system. Link it to payroll. b)  Factory management to ensure all 
workers clock in and out at start and end of work periods. c) 
Factory advised to provide all legally required benefits such as 
ESIC and EPF to all workers. Procedures governing all types of 
leave, (e.g., sick, annual, casual, maternity) must be provided 
according to local law. d) Factory advised to develop clear 
policy and procedure to guarantee all legal benefits are 
provided. All factory employees must be trained about it.
worker and 
management 
interviews
Pending
Legal Benefits According to Section 38 of The Employees State 
Insurance Act, 1948, subject to the provision of this 
act, all employees in factories, or establishments to 
which this act applies shall be insured in the manner 
provided by this act. According to Section 5 (1) of The 
Employees' Provident Funds and Miscellaneous 
Provisions Act, 1952, The central government may by 
notifications in the official gazette, frame a scheme to 
be called the Employees' Provident Fund and 
Miscellaneous Provisions act for employees or any 
class of employees and specify the establishment or 
class of establishments to which the said scheme 
shall apply and there shall be established, as soon as 
may be after the framing of the scheme, a fund in 
accordance with the provision of this Act and the 
Scheme.
Employers will provide all legally mandated 
benefits to all eligible workers.
Mandatory medical benefit of ESI was not 
provided to the workers and contract 
workers reveal they are not provided the 
mandatory benefits of PF and ESI.
Compliance with contribution of 
mandatory benefits of PF and ESI could 
not be verified for contract and casual 
workers due to non-availability of 
records for the contract workers. 
None 1) Factory management must enroll all workers in medical 
benefits as per local law requirement; copy of their 
enrollment form must be kept in their personnel files. 2) 
Factory management to designate someone to ensure all 
workers receive their cards and maintain a copy of such in 
their records.
6/30/2007 1, 2) Factory has put most workers on payroll, yet 35 workers 
now remain to be added on payroll. Benefits of ESI and PF are 
not provided to these workers. New workers' time records to be 
created within 3 days of workers' first day of work. Appointment 
letters to be issued on their first day (currently, appointment 
letter copies are not provided to workers, only kept in file.)
Ongoing 1) From 188 workers on roll, factory has gone up to 368 
workers on rolls. However, they have also increased the 
number of off-roll workers from 35 to 100. Hence, these 
workers are not provided with ESI and PF benefits. Also,  
the factory has not developed system of ensuring that every 
worker who joins the factory is directly covered under rolls, 
ESI and PF. 2) ESI and PF records are maintained in 
personnel files of workers who are covered under the 
scheme. 
Factory still has employed some workers off the 
books who are not provided with ESI and PF 
benefits.
Pending All workers are found to be enrolled under ESI for medical 
benefits. 2) Factory actively follows up with ESI to ensure that 
workers receive their ESI cards and issue record is maintained. 
ESI nomination forms, ESI 
card issue record
Ongoing 1) Mandatory medical benefit of ESI was not provided to the 
approximately 25 unregistered workers. It is highly advised that 
factory management enroll all workers in medical benefits as 
per local law requirement; must keep copy of their enrollment 
form in their personnel files. Factory management to designate 
someone to ensure all workers receive their cards, and to 
maintain copy of such in their records.
document review, 
worker interviews
Pending
Other According to Rule 112 of Model Rules of The 
Factories Act 1948, The manager shall keep a 
register in Form 20 hereinafter called register of leave 
with wages: Provided that if Chief Inspector is of the 
opinion that any and muster roll or register maintained 
as part of the routine of the factory, or return made by 
the manager, gives, in respect of any or all of the 
workers in factory, the particulars required for the 
enforcement of Chapter VIII of Act, he may, by order, 
in writing, direct that such muster roll or register shall, 
to the corresponding extent, be maintained in place of 
and be traced as the register or return required under 
this rule in respect of that factory. (2)The register of 
leave with wages shall be preserved for a period of 
three years after the last entry in it and shall be 
produced before the Inspector on demand.
Factory has not maintained a register of 
leave with wages.
management interview, 
document review
None 1) Factory management must provide vacation/holiday/ 
medical and other type of leave as required by local law. 2) 
Factory management must maintain records of when 
leave is taken and paid for all workers working in the 
factory.  
6/30/2007 1) Paid leave registry has been made. Workers who are not on 
payroll are not provided with paid leave. Factory must put all 
workers on the company rolls and provide paid leaves. 
document review Ongoing Piece rate workers on rolls are also not provided with paid 
leave, off roll workers are also not provided with paid leave. 
There is no progress on this issue. Pending 1) Leaves as per legal requirements are provided to workers, 
based on the leave records and worker interviews. 2) Leave 
records are maintained under relevant legal registers.
leave registers, payment 
records, worker interviews
Complete 1) Workers engaged off the books are not provided with paid 
leave. It is highly advised that all workers must get all 
mandatory leave and holidays. 2) Factory is advised to maintain 
the records of all type of leave in the prescribed manner. 
factory walkthrough,
worker interviews
Pending
According to Rule 112 of Model Rules of The 
Factories Act 1948 The manager shall keep a register 
in Form 20 hereinafter called the register of leave with 
wages: Provided that if the Chief Inspector is of the 
opinion that any and muster roll or register maintained 
as part of the routine of the factory, or return made by 
the manager, gives, in respect of any or all of the 
workers in the factory, the particulars required for the 
enforcement of Chapter VIII of the Act, he may, by 
order, in writing, direct that such muster roll or register 
shall, to the corresponding extent, be maintained in 
place of and be traced as the register or return 
required under this rule in respect of that factory. 
(2)The register of leave with wages shall be preserved 
for a period of three years after the last entry in it and 
shall be produced before the Inspector on demand.
Factory has not maintained the register of 
resigned workers.
management interview, 
document interview
None 1) Factory management shall ensure to maintain records 
for all workers who voluntarily resign or are terminated by 
factory management. 2) Records of all legally required 
payments, such as severance or any additional 
outstanding payments, if applicable, to be maintained for all 
workers who are terminated or resigned; including a copy 
of their termination letter or resignation letter. All records to 
be maintained for at least 2 years on factory site. 
6/30/2007 Full and final settlement records are maintained. document review Completed Since factory has hired unregistered workers, are no records 
available of their full and final settlement. a) It is advised that 
factory ensures all unregistered workers enrolled in company's 
payroll. b) Once all workers are registered, factory should make 
sure all wages, benefits and work hour records are maintained. 
c) In case of separation of workers from factory, all applicable 
benefits (wages, including overtime wages for current month, 
bonus, leave encashment, incentive, etc.) should be paid as 
per the stipulated norms. If workers resign, it is advised that a 
letter of resignation from employee, and acceptance letter from 
employer indicating date of relieving, settlement of accounts, 
are duly acknowledged by employee and kept in an organized 
way. d) Receipt of settlement of accounts should be given to 
employee. Details of payment made towards full and final 
settlement should be made available for verification. Factory is 
advised to follow directions of Payment of wages Act 1936 and 
Minimum Wages act 1948. 
document review, 
worker interviews
Pending
9. Hours of Work
Reasonable Maintaining of Staff Employer personnel practices will 
demonstrate an effort to maintain a level of 
staffing that is reasonable in view of 
predictable or continuing fluctuations in 
business demand.
There is no adequate or appropriate 
practice to maintain a level of staffing that 
is reasonable in view of predictable or 
continuing fluctuations in business 
demand.
time cards, worker interviews None 1) Factory management must conduct study regarding 
factory production orders and hours of work needed to 
complete orders. Hours of work should be based on 
regular time, as regulated by local law; OT should be not 
be considered regular time. No worker should be allowed 
to work over 60 hours/week including OT. In addition, OT 
work should be considered voluntary. 2) Based on study's 
results regarding hours of work, factory should determine 
how many additional workers are needed in order to 
complete hours of work required to complete purchase 
orders. 
6/30/2007 1, 2) Factory has not completed a study on the time and 
motion. As a result, this issue is pending.
management 
interview
Pending Factory has now completed time and motion study with 
help of consultant. Consultant assured an increase in 
efficiency will be at least 15% without changing present 
infrastructure. Training of managers and supervisors is in 
process. Factory has appointed technically qualified 
supervisors and managers who are being trained on new 
system. Workers' technical training is scheduled for 
August, simultaneously systems in finishing and stitching 
will be changed. Factory committed that post-September all 
lines will be up and running and excessive work hours will 
be eliminated. 
Work hours could not be assessed since the 
manual records were not adequately available.
Pending All the time records were found to be recorded. Factory has set 
up industrial engineering department which does the time and 
motion study, accordingly, orders are booked to track and keep 
work hours within requirements. Since the business was found 
to be low, factory froze its hiring and no replacements were 
being made.  
time records Complete
Overtime Limitations According to Section 64 (4) of The Factories Act, 
1948, In making rules under this section, the State 
Government shall not exceed, except in respect of 
exemption under clause (a) of subsection (2) the 
following limits of work inclusive of overtime: (i) the 
total number of hours of work in any day shall not 
exceed 10, (ii) the spread over, inclusive of intervals 
for rest, shall not exceed 12 hours in any 1 day, (iii) 
the total numbers of hours in a week, including 
overtime, shall not exceed 60, (iv) the total numbers of 
hours of overtime shall not exceed 50 for any 1 
quarter.
Except in extraordinary business 
circumstances, employees will (i) not be 
required to work more than lesser of (a) 48 
hours per week and 12 hours OT or (b) 
limits on regular and overtime hours 
allowed by law of country of manufacture 
or, where laws of such country will not limit 
hours of work, regular workweek in such 
country plus 12 hours OT; and (ii) be 
entitled to at least 1 day off in every 7 day 
period. An extraordinary business 
circumstance is a temporary period of extra 
work that could not have been anticipated 
or alleviated by other reasonable efforts.
Overtime time work performed is 
exceeding the legal limit of 2 hours per 
day, 12 hours per week and 50 hours per 
quarter.
time cards, worker interviews None 1) Factory shall not exceed limit of 60 hours of work per 
week including overtime, nor 50 hours of OT per quarter. 
2) Based on study, factory management must hire 
additional workers in order to complete orders without 
surpassing OT limits, ensuring all OT is strictly voluntary. 
3) Factory must follow the system of sending report by the 
7th of every month to PC. 4) Factory management must 
ensure that all hours of work are recorded by time 
recording system. 
6/30/2007 Factory has not controlled its working hours.  management 
interview
Pending Factory has now completed time and motion study with 
help of consultant. Consultant assured an increase in 
efficiency will be at least 15% without changing present 
infrastructure. Training of managers and supervisors is in 
process. Factory has appointed technically qualified 
supervisors and managers who are being trained on new 
system. Workers' technical training is scheduled for 
August, simultaneously systems in finishing and stitching 
will be changed. Factory committed that post-September all 
lines will be up and running and excessive work hours will 
be eliminated. 
Work hours could not be assessed since the 
manual records were not adequately available.
Pending 1, 2, 4) All time records found to be recorded and based on 
review of time records for past 6 months, within limits of 60 
hours per week. Factory has set up industrial engineering 
department which does the time and motion study, accordingly 
orders are booked. Since business was found to be low, factory 
froze its hiring and no replacements were being made. 3) 
Factory does not send work hours report to PC.  
time records Pending 4) There is an inconsistency in time records; hence, 
compliance status of work hours could not be verified. a) 
Factory must cease the practice immediately and maintain 1 
single record of work hours and wage payments that is 
accurate and verifiable. All hours of work to be paid based on 
legal rate and consistently reflected in work hour and payment 
records.
factory walkthrough, 
document review, 
worker interviews 
Pending
Explanation of Continued 
Required OT
If the employer repeatedly requires overtime 
in order to respond to the same situation, 
the employer will explain why it will not have 
sufficient staff on hand to avoid the 
necessity of overtime.
There is no explanation for the continued 
overtime work. It is the general practice of 
factory to have 10 hours of work as normal 
working hours. And when there are urgent 
business needs, workers work second 
shift, which will continue until 7:00am, 
amounting to 22 hours of work in a day.
management interview None 1) Factory management must not exceed 60 hours of work 
per week, nor 50 hours of OT per quarter. 2) Under no 
circumstance should workers be asked or allowed to work 
more than 1 shift per day, nor surpass limits on hours of 
work per day. 3) Factory management must provide hours 
of work report to PC on the 7th of every month.  
6/30/2007 Factory has not controlled its working hours.  management 
interview
Pending Factory has now completed time and motion study with 
help of consultant. Consultant assured an increase in 
efficiency will be at least 15% without changing present 
infrastructure. Training of managers and supervisors is in 
process. Factory has appointed technically qualified 
supervisors and managers who are being trained on new 
system. Workers' technical training is scheduled for 
August, simultaneously systems in finishing and stitching 
will be changed. Factory committed that post-September all 
lines will be up and running and excessive work hours will 
be eliminated. 
Work hours could not be assessed since the 
manual records were not adequately available.
Pending 1) All time records were found to be recorded and based on 
review of time records for past 6 months, within limits of 60 
hours per week. 2) Factory does not send working hours report 
to PC.
time records Pending 1, 2) Since there was inconsistency in the time records and 
time records were not made available for all workers, the said 
issue could not be verified. a) Factory must cease practice 
immediately and maintain 1 single record of work hours and 
wage payments that is accurate and verifiable. b) All hours of 
work to be paid based on legal rates and consistently reflected 
in work hour and payment records.
document review Pending
Other According to Section 52(1) of The Factories Act, 
1948, No adult worker shall be required or allowed to 
work in a factory on the first day of the week 
(hereinafter referred to as the said day), unless, a) he 
has or will have a holiday for whole day on 1 of the 3 
days immediately before or after the said day, and b) 
manager of the factory has, before the said day or 
substituted day under clause a), whichever is earlier: 
i) delivered a notice at the office of the Inspector of his 
intention to require worker to work on the said day and 
of the day which is to be substituted, and ii) displayed 
a notice to that effect in the factory.
Factory has not provided alternate weekly 
days off to the workers who have worked 
on weekly days off.
worker interviews, time cards 
maintained by workers
None 1) Factory management must provide 1 rest day in 7 days 
to all workers. 2) If/when workers work on their regular day 
off, factory management must provide worker with an 
alternate day off with pay within 3 days of regular day off. 3) 
Factory management must obtain approval of PC when 
scheduling workers to work on their regular day off. 4) 
Workers working on rest day shall get double the normal 
wages for that day. To be verified in subsequent audit.
6/30/2007 As per time records, weekly day off is provided. However,  the 
time records are not verifiable
management 
interview
Pending It is clear that several workers work on weekly day off and 
no compensatory day off is provided. 
manual time 
records
Work hours could not be assessed since the 
manual records were not adequately available.
Pending Factory was found to be giving rest day off, 1 in 7 days. time record, review Complete 1, 2) Weekly day off not being provided as per legal 
requirements. Revealed factory worked on weekly rest days; 
however, no compensatory days off provided to workers. a)  
Factory is advised that in all cases, factory must not work more 
than limit of 60 hours total per week. Factory is advised to 
review capacity planning; capacity should be based on regular 
work week, not on OT. Factory is advised to devise systems to 
deal with overtime problems, e.g., cross training and shift work. 
b) Workers must be given 1 consecutive 24 hour period of rest 
per week and 1 day off every 7 days. Any work performed on 
regular rest day must be swapped with a compensatory day 
off. c) Management should have clear policy about Work Hours 
and Rest Days and all factory employees should be trained 
production record 
review, worker 
interviews
Pending
10. Overtime Compensation
Accurate Recording of OT Hours 
Worked
According to Section 59 (1) of The Factories Act, 
1948 (1) Where a worker works in a factory for more 
than 9 hours in any day or for more than 48 hours in 
any week, he shall, in respect of overtime work, be 
entitled to wages at the rate of twice his ordinary rate 
of wages.
Employees will be paid for all hours worked 
in a workweek. Calculation of hours worked 
must include all time that the employer 
allows or requires the worker to work.
Accurate recording of the OT hours 
worked is not maintained by the 
management.
worker and management 
interviews
None 1) Factory shall not exceed limit of 60 hours of work per 
week including overtime, nor 50 hours of overtime per 
quarter. 2) Based on study, factory management must hire 
additional workers in order to complete orders without 
surpassing OT limits, ensuring all OT is strictly voluntary. 
3) Factory must follow the system of sending report by 7th 
of every month to PC. 4) Factory management must 
ensure that all hours of work are recorded by time 
recording system. 
6/30/2007 1) Time records are not verifiable; as a result, total hours of 
work cannot be verified. Factory must install an electronic time 
swiping machines and provide swipe cards to all workers and 
ensure all workers swipe their cards by themselves on actual 
time of entry and exiting the factory. 2, 4) Pending.
management 
interview
Pending 1) Factory continues to make double records for 
timekeeping. 2) Factory has increased workforce, but 
orders have also increased in the past and production 
system does not effectively take care of production 
efficiency. 3) Factory has not been sending monthly 
reports. Monthly reporting formats by PC have been 
launched in June 2008, but HR Manager who attended the 
training has left the organization. New/remaining staff 
needs training on the monthly report. 
1, 2, 3) No progress on these issues. Pending 1) All time records were found to be recorded and based on 
review of time records for past 6 months, within limits of 60 
hours per week. 2) Factory does not send working hours report 
to PC.
time records Pending 1) There was an inconsistency in time records; moreover, no 
time records made available for unregistered workers. Hence, 
full remediation of original noncompliances could not be 
verified. Factory advised to install effective, mechanical time 
recording system (punch card)/electronic time recording 
system. Once installed link it to payroll. Ensure that all workers 
clock in and out at start and end of work periods. Factory is 
advised to ensure complete transparency during the audit. 
worker interviews, 
document review
Pending
OT Compensation According to Section 59 (1) of The Factories Act, 
1948 (1) Where a worker works in a factory for more 
than 7 hours in any day or for more than 48 hours in 
any week, he shall, in respect of overtime work, be 
entitled to wages at the rate of twice his ordinary rate 
of wages.
The factory shall comply with applicable law 
for premium rates for overtime 
compensation.
Overtime payment is made at single rate 
of the normal rate of wages.
worker and management 
interviews
None 1) Factory management must compensate all OT as 
required by local law. 2) Workers' pay stubs should 
indicate OT rate, as well as OT hours worked by worker 
weekly. 
6/30/2007 1) OT payment is still done at single rate still. Factory needs 3 
months' time for converting to double, because they are in the 
process of developing a production system that lowers the OT 
hours; hence, they do not want to cause alarm by reducing net 
earning of the workers. 2) Factory must make back payments 
to workers on the unpaid overtime wages and must maintain 
the OT payment records. 
management 
interview
Pending 1) Factory continues to make OT payments at single rate 
and says they are unable to change to double rate because 
of common industry practice of paying single rate and due 
to excessive OT hours. Hence, factory says creating back 
payment sum will be huge and unbearable. Factory reports 
that only way to resolve this is to eliminate OT work, for 
which they now have hired an international consultant to 
increase productivity. OT will not then be routine feature, 
and will instead be required only on needed basis. System 
is under implementation, in 3 phases. September 30: 
Trainings will be completed with managers, supervisors, 
team captains. October 31: Implementation on shop floor 
(100 machines will be covered), and by January 31: rest of 
floors will switch to new system. OT from 1 floor has now 
been completely eliminated. 2) Paystubs contain OT 
details; however, the details are not actual. 
The monitor could not verify whether the factory 
is working OT hours as double records were 
found. There is a potential risk that OT is not 
being paid at premium rates.
Pending 1) Workers receive pay slips and all OT hours are included in 
the pay slips. Workers are found to be compensated at double 
the OT wages. 3) Factory does not send work hours monthly 
report to PC.
pay slips from workers, 
payment records, time 
records, worker interviews
Pending 1, 2) Since there is inconsistency in work hours records, overall 
OT status could not be verified. There is potential risk that OT 
is not being paid at premium rate. Additionally, factory hires 
unregistered workers; therefore, OT status of the unregistered 
workers could not be verified. a) Factory is advised that correct 
and credible in and out time records should be available for all 
workers. All OT should be declared and OT payment must be 
made as per legal rates.
factory walkthrough, 
worker interviews, 
document review
Pending
OT Compensation for Piece Where workers are paid on a piece rate, 
payment for overtime work performed shall 
result in no less payment than the premium 
pay required by law.
Most piece rate workers are not aware of 
the payment for overtime work performed.
worker interviews None 1) Factory management must compensate all non-
managerial workers for all OT worked as required by local 
law. 2) Workers' pay stubs should indicate OT rate, as well 
as OT hours worked by worker each week. 3) Factory 
management must conduct an orientation regarding all 
types of payments during next worker forum meeting for all 
type of workers; minutes of such to be sent to PC on 
monthly WF format given and to be posted on notice 
boards for workers.
6/30/2007 1) Piece rate workers still do not receive OT payment at 
premium. Factory must ensure that the piece rate workers are 
provided with the OT rate at double the wage rate as defined in 
the Factories Act.  
management 
interview
Pending Piece rate workers continue to receive the normal piece 
rate wages for OT; factory does not pay OT at premium as 
per legal requirement. 
There is no progress on this issue. Pending 1) Workers receive pay slips and all OT hours are included in 
pay slips. Workers are found to be compensated at double the 
OT wages. 3) Factory does not send work hours' monthly report 
to PC. Found OT wage calculation communication is in place 
on notice board and workers found to be aware of calculation 
based on premium rates of OT.  
pay slips from workers, 
payment records, time 
records, worker interviews, 
visual observation
Pending 1) Piece rate workers still receive normal piece rate wages for 
work done during OT hours. Factory does not pay OT at 
premium as per legal requirement. Employment status of 
approximately 25 unregistered workers could not be verified as 
they were paid off the books.
document review, 
worker interviews
Pending
Miscellaneous
Except in extraordinary business circumstances, employees will (i) not be required to work more than the lesser of (a) 48 hours per 
week and 12 hours overtime or (b) the limits on regular and overtime hours allowed by the law of the country of manufacture or, 
where the laws of such country will not limit the hours of work, the regular work week in such country plus 12 hours overtime; and (ii) 
be entitled to at least one day off in every seven day period.
In addition to their compensation for regular hours of work, employees will be compensated for overtime hours at such premium rate 
as is legally required in the country of manufacture or, in those countries where such laws will not exist, at a rate at least equal to their 
regular hourly compensation rate.
Employers recognize that wages are essential to meeting employees’ basic needs. Employers will pay employees, as a base, at 
least the minimum wage required by local law or the prevailing industry wage, whichever is higher, and will provide legally mandated 
benefits.
Employers will recognize and respect the right of employees to freedom of association and collective bargaining.
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[Status] [Status] [Status] [Status]
FLA Code/Compliance 
Issue
Country Law/Legal Reference FLA Benchmark Noncompliance 
Risk of 
Noncompliance 
 Evidence of 
Noncompliance 
(Uncorroborated)
If Not Corroborated, Explain 
Why
Sources/Documentation Notable Features PC Remediation Plan
Target 
Completion 
Date
Factory 
Response 
(Optional)
Company Follow Up 
(January 2008)
Documentation
Completed, 
Pending, 
Ongoing
Company Follow Up  
(July 24, 2008)
Documentation
Company Follow Up  
(April 15, 2009)
Documentation
Completed, 
Pending, 
Ongoing
Company Follow Up                                                                  
(June 10, 2010)
Documentation
Completed, 
Pending, 
Ongoing
Company Follow Up
(April 10, 2011) 
Documentation
Completed, 
Pending, 
Ongoing
Updates IEM Findings Updates Updates Updates Remediation
Personnel Files According to item 2 of Schedule 1B of The Industrial 
Employment (SO) Act, 1946, the employers under 
terms and conditions stipulated in letter of 
appointment, confirm eligible worker and issue a letter 
of confirmation to them. Whenever worker is 
confirmed, an entry with regard to confirmation shall 
also be made in their service card within a period of 
30 days from date of such confirmation. According to 
Schedule 1B of The Model Standing Orders on 
Additional Items, under 1 (i) Every individual 
establishment shall maintain service card in respect 
of each worker in form appended to these orders, 
where particulars of that worker shall be recorded with 
knowledge of that worker and duly attested by an 
officer authorized in this behalf together with the date.
Personnel files of the workers are 
incomplete.
document review None Factory management must maintain personnel files for all 
types of workers, including security guards and 
housekeeping personnel. File records must include age 
verification documents, appointment letter, PF/ESI 
enrollment forms, vacation leave/pay records, etc. This file 
should be completed within a maximum of 10 days from 
the date workers start working at the factory.
6/30/2007 Personnel files of all workers with personnel files are complete. 
However, about 35 workers who are not on payroll do not have 
personnel files. Factory management must ensure to enroll 
these 35 workers in PF/ESI, and social security system. In 
addition, personnel files must be created for the 35 workers. 
document review, 
management 
interview
Ongoing Personnel files of workers who are not on the rolls are not 
maintained or created.
Factory continues to employ workers off the 
books; hence, personnel files of these workers 
are not available.
Pending Personnel files found to be made for all workers and included 
documents like appointment letters; age proof; ESI and PF 
nomination forms; employment applications; bio-data, etc.
personnel files Complete 1) Some workers, approximately 20-25, paid off the books. No 
personnel files along with necessary documents were 
maintained. a) Factory is advised that HR department should 
develop personnel file or record system for each worker; all 
relevant information should be kept within file, e.g., employment 
contract, any warning letter issued, or other records of 
discipline or reward. Personnel file should be organized and 
easily accessible if requested.
document review, 
worker interviews
Pending
Subcontractors Processes like dyeing and printing are 
done outside factory. No contractual 
agreement signed with subcontractors for 
maintenance of social standards. 
Subcontractors are not disclosed and 
approved by the FLA brand.
document review, management 
interview
None 1) Factory management must disclose all subcontractors, 
and send copy of such to PC for review. 2) Factory 
management must designate a person to communicate 
PC standards to subcontractors, as well as to conduct 
periodic monitoring visits to verify they are in compliance 
with labor, HSE, environmental local laws and PC 
standards.
6/30/2007 PC recently has asked all factories to disclose their T2 
suppliers. The list from this factory has not been received by 
PC's compliance team. 
Pending Supplier disclosed T2 suppliers. Additionally, T2 suppliers 
were invited by SEA team in May 2008 to communicate the 
workplace standards, zero tolerance and threshold issues. 
Factory has disclosed the T2 suppliers. Pending Factory has disclosed subcontractors and all subcontractors 
have been sent welcome kits containing Workplace Standards. 
Compliance manager is responsible for communicating 
compliance requirements with subcontractors, but monitoring 
compliance was not checked during the follow-up visit.
welcome kits signed by 
subcontractors
Ongoing 2) Welcome kits were not sent to subcontractors. a) Factory 
management must disclose all subcontractors. b) Factory 
management must designate a person to communicate 
standards to subcontractors, as well as to conduct periodic 
monitoring visits to verify they are in compliance with labor, 
HSE, environmental local laws. 
document review, 
management interview
Pending
Off Roll Workers According to Section 13A (1) of The Payment of 
Wages Act, 1936, Every employer shall maintain such 
register and records giving such particulars of 
persons employed by him, the work performed by 
them, the wages paid to them, the deductions made 
from their wages, the receipts given by them and 
such other particulars and in such form as may be 
prescribed.
Inconsistency was found in worker count. 
As per management, total number of 
workers in factory is 79. However, as per 
head count conducted, number of workers 
found on the day of audit was 274. In all 
likelihood the number of workers is even 
higher, as there is a 2nd shift.
management interview, visual 
observation, head count
None 1) Factory management shall disclose total number of 
workers working in factory in all categories along with their 
names, card numbers, etc. 2) Factory management must 
create records for all workers in factory, including workers' 
files, hours of work records, and payroll records. 3) 
Factory management must ensure all workers are 
provided all legally mandated benefits such as health care, 
and copy of all supporting documentation must be 
maintained in workers' files.  
6/30/2007 1) Factory has increased number of workers on pay roll, but 35 
workers are still to be included in the company's payroll. 2, 3)  
Pending.
management 
interview
Ongoing 1) 100 workers are required to be put on rolls. 2, 3) 
Pending.
1, 2, 3) All items are pending. Pending 1) All workers in company were found to be in the company rolls 
and declared; records in personnel files, time records and 
payrolls were available for verification. All workers are found to 
be provided legally mandated benefits. 
muster records for 
workers, personnel files
Complete Information of all workers employed were not maintained in a 
proper format. Management interviews confirmed they have 
some workers hired off the books. a) Factory is advised that 
HR department should develop personnel file or record system 
for each worker; all relevant information should be kept within 
file, e.g., employment contract, any warning letter issued, or 
other records of discipline or reward. b) Personnel files should 
be organized and easily accessible if requested.
document review, 
worker interviews 
Pending
Other According to Section 6 (1) (aa) of The Factories Act, 
1948, The State Government may make rules (aa) 
requiring the previous permission in writing of the 
state government or the chief inspector to be obtained 
for the site on which the factory is to be situated and 
for the construction or extension of any factory or 
class or description of factories.
(d) requiring the registration and licensing of factories 
or any class or description of factories, and 
prescribing the fees payable for such registration and 
licensing and for the renewal of license.
Factory does not have a license to run a 
factory. However, they have applied for 
one.
document review, management 
interview
None License to be sent to PC for review by deadline mentioned 
and to be verified in subsequent audit.
6/30/2007 Factory has obtained the factory license, verified through record 
screening.
document review Completed
Other According to Section 3 (1) of The Industrial 
Employment (Standing Orders) Act, 1946: Within 6 
months from date on which this Act becomes 
applicable to an industrial establishment, the employer 
shall submit to certifying officer 5 copies of draft 
standing orders proposed by him for adoption in his 
industrial establishment. According to Section 5 (3) of 
the Industrial Employment (SO) Act, 1946, Certifying 
officer shall thereupon certify draft standing orders 
after making any modifications therein which his order 
under subsection 2 may require and within 7 days 
thereafter send copies of certified standing orders 
authenticated in the prescribed manner and of his 
order under subsection 2 to employer and to trade 
union or other prescribed representatives of the 
workers. 
Factory has not drafted a standing order 
for submission of the same to the 
concerned authority for its approval and 
subsequent implementation in the factory.
management interview, 
document review
None 1) A copy of authorized standing order by local law to be 
sent to PC for review by given deadline and to be verified in 
subsequent audit. 
6/30/2007 Factory has applied for the certification of Standing Order. Standing orders 
copy
Ongoing Factory has not yet received the copy of certified Standing 
Order from labor authorities.
Update not available. Pending Factory has obtained Standing Order, available for review. Standing Order Complete
Contract Workers According to Section 12(1) of The Contract Labor 
(Regulation and Abolition) Act, 1970, With effect from 
such date as the appropriate government may, by 
notification in the official gazette, appoint, no 
contractor to whom this act applies, shall undertake or 
execute any work through contract labor except under 
and in accordance with a license issued in that behalf 
by the licensing officer.
None of the 4 contractors have registered 
or obtained licenses to supply workforce in 
the factory.
management interview, 
document review
None 1) No contractor should be allowed to associate with 
factories that are not registered or do not have a license. 2) 
A copy of such must be submitted to factory management 
before providing services by contractor.
6/30/2007 Factory does not have contract labor on production floor; for 
housekeeping and security contractor, license is not required 
as they are employing less than 20 workers; however, they are 
still required by factory to register under Contract Labor Act. 
See below.
Completed Factory has licensed security agency. security agency license Complete
Contract Workers According to Section 7(1) of The Contract Labor 
(Regulation and Abolition) Act, 1970, Every principal 
employer of an establishment to which this act applies 
shall within such period as the appropriate 
government may, by notification in the official gazette, 
fix in this behalf with respect to establishments 
generally or with respect to any class of them, make 
an application to the registering officer in the 
prescribed manner for registration of the 
establishment.
Factory has neither registered itself nor 
obtained a license to employ contract 
workers.
management interview, 
document review
None Factory must present the proof of registration and license 
to employ contractual workers to PC by the given deadline. 
Any contractor hired for services must be registered and 
should hold license for same. Copy to be available at all 
times on factory site.
6/30/2007 Factory does not employ contract workers for the production 
anymore, but still has housekeeping and security guards 
through labor contractor. Factory must register Labor 
Contractors under the Contract Labor Act by September 30, 
2007.  
Pending Pending. Pending Pending The licensed agency is not registered by factory under Contract 
Labor Act.
Pending 1) No permission available to hire workers through contractors 
as required by Contract Labor and Abolition Act of 1970. 
Factory engages contractors for production activities and 
support services, such as security and housekeeping. a) It is 
highly advised that factory should disclose all works carried out 
by contractors/service providers. b) As per Contract Labor Act 
of 1970, factory is advised to obtain Registration of 
Establishment under Contract Labor and Abolition Act. The 
nature of work to be carried out by contractual employees 
should be indicated in Registration of Establishment document. 
Factory is advised to make sure that number of contractual 
employees does not exceed the permissible limit fixed by 
license issuing authority. 
document review, 
management interview
Pending
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